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1. INTRODUCTION

Macroscopic and semi-microscopic analyses of angular distributions of

differential cross sections (ADDS) for a-particle scatterings are the important source of

information about matter distribution in nuclides and properties of the potential of

nucleus-nucleus interaction.

Optical potential (OP) parameters of a-particle interaction with nuclei at low and

intermediate energies received from the analysis of ADDS of elastic scattering within

the framework of optical model (OM) are exposed to considerable ambiguities and

require reliable estimations [1 2 It is very important for receiving of detailed

information about nuclear structure (parameters of deformation lengths, ratio of neutron

and proton components, etc.) in the framework of up-to-date potential approaches (OM,

methods of coupled channels and distorted waves). Global optical potential on the basis

of data on elastic scattering of Zr has been received in the work 31 for a-particles at

energy above 80 MeV. At that the recommendations about parameter geometry OP and

its dependencies upon energy received by Put and Paans has been used 4 Up to

present time there were no successful global tentials because of increase of strong

absorption with energy up to 80 MeV. Effects of strong absorption lead to two types of

OP ambiguities. It is discrete ambiguities often shown through depth value of real part of

potential corresponding to changes necessary for conditions of phase equivalence [5].

Continuous ambiguities forming potential family characterized by equal behavior near

nuclear surface exists for each of discrete parameter number. Pointed ambiguities of OP

need a search of physical situations that could restrict them.

Differential and total reaction cross sections with energy above 80 MeV for

nuclei from A=1 - 124 have been calculated and their systematic analysis has been

carried out firstly within the framework of the double folding model 6) on the basis of

full WY-effective interaction and nucleon densities calculated for all collided nuclei by

the method of density functional.

Inclusion in analysis together with ADDS of elastic scattering and values of total

reaction cross sections allows limiting ambiguities of OP parameters since data on

differential and total reaction cross sections are the main nuclear values received from
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OM. Theoretical model pretended to full description of data must render both

experimental ADDS and total reaction cross sections with the same number of entering

parameters. Nowadays there are not many works where analysis has two these values

simultaneously in one odel. Choice of optimal parameters of macroscopic OP and

folding model 6] further allows receiving reliable information about structure of excited

state of investigated nuclear.

This work firstly proposes the global (energy and mass) dependence of

parameters of macroscopic OM and semi-microscopic folding model (SFM) for -

particles in weakly studied energy range.

2 EXPERIMENTAL DATA FOR GLOBAL ANALYSIS

We selected and compiled the initial experimental material including results of

our work 7131 and literature sources for building of desired global dependence of

potential parameters of a-particle interaction.

The main characteristics of experimental conditions when ADDS have been

received are shown in table 1. Information published in corresponding works 4 710,

1 are shown for literature data.

Experimental ADDS from works 10,12,13] including into analysis have been

received at isochronous cyclotron U-150M using the registration system and

identification of reaction products on the complex base CAMAC-PC/AT [I 41.

In works I 2,13] the systematic error in scattering ADDS is connected mainly

with uncertainties: target thickness 4-6%), solid angle of spectrometer 1%), calibration

of current integrator and did not exceed 10%. Statistic error of analyzed data comprises

1-5% and only in some cases (in minimums of ADDS at large angles) reaches 615%.

All used targets produced by the method of thermal evaporation are self-bearing. Target

thickness has been define 'daccording to a-particle energy loss of radioactive source

24 'Am _243AM_244CM and 239pU . Errors of absolute values of cross sections in scattering

ADDS in published dta [4,.7-1 0 I 1 comprise 5-1 0%.

Experimental values of total reaction cross sections , which errors comprised

4-7% in investigated energy are taken from work [ 01 and other sources.
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Table 1. Main characteristics of the experiment on elastic scattering of a-particles

Nuc- E., Target Angular Reference
leus diapason

Mev thi& s (deg., c.m.)
(mg 0)

For ener dependence
9OZr 21.0 0.730 97.0 1 48-177 [7]
9OZr 23.4 0.730 97.0 48-177 [71
9OZr 25.0 0.730 97.0 48-177 [7]

_7Zr 31.0 1.0 98.0 10-98 181
'Zr 35.4 0.520 97.65 10-100 191

35.4 0.855 97.67 6-47
-- 17UZr 40.0±0.2 0.84-2.47 97.6 5-175 [4]

40.0±0.5 2.13±0.08 95.0 10-70 [10]
9'Zr 50.1±0.5 2.13±0.08 95.0 15-80 [101
'Zr 59.1±0.3 0.84 2.47 97.6 5-175 [41
"Zr 65.0 5.0-8.5 95.0 10-76 [111

-Wz-r 79.5±0.4 0.84 -2.47 97.6 5-175 [41
'Zr 99.5±0.5 0.84 -2.47 97.6 5-175 [4]

For mass A-dependence
"C 50.5±0.5 1.1-2.0 98.9 13-173 [12]

�'Mg 50.5±0.5 1.0-3.2 99.1 12-172 [12]
50.5±0.5 0.59 0.76 92.17 11-171 [121
50.5±0.5 4.5±0.08 99.2 24-64 [12]
50.5±0.5 3.15±0.08 83.2 32-84 [13]
50.5±0.5 0.56 99.5 20-65 [12]

'Zn 50.5±0.5 3.48±0.08 91.2 16-76 [12]
7'Zn 50.5±0.5 3.10±0.08 95.0 16-66 [12]
'Zr 50.1±0.5 2.13±0.08 95.0 16-75 [10]
'Zr 50.1±0.5 2.60+-0.08 91.2 12-75 [10]

S n 50.5±0.5 2.20±0.09 99.2 10-63 [12]
'Sn 50.5±0.5 2.00±0.08 95.1 10-65 [12]

3. DATA ANALYSIS AND GLOBAL DEPENDENCE OF POTENTIAL

PARAMETERS

3.1. MACROSCOPIC OPTICAL MODEL ANALYSIS'

Complex optical potential U(r) with Woods-Saxon form-factor for real and

imaginary parts in the case of cc-particles scattering has a standard form:
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r - RV r R, )-I
U(r = V(1 + exp )- + W( + exp + Vc (r).

av aw

In this formalities OP is characterized by six parameters: depths of real V and imaginary

W of particles, their corresponding to radial parameters R, and R,, and diffuseness

parameters a, and a,, at the nucleus periphery. r) corresponds to Coulomb potential of

uniformly charged sphere with radius R,=1.25 A 113 fm.

Experimental ADDS of elastic scattering of a-particles in present work were

analyzed within the framework of deformed OM potential using code SPI-GENOA [I 5].

Potential parameters met to optimal correspondence of experimental and theoretical

cross section values were found by minimization of the following value

I a T( E
2 _I Oi) 07 2

N i=1 A(T E I (2)

where N- number of experimental points in angular distribution, (T Tand a E_ calculated

Eand measured value of differential cross section of scattering at angle of and AU 

value uncertainty cr E (0i).

Optimal OP parameters were selected in such way, in order to reach the best

agreement within the framework of joint analysis ADDS scattering and data on total

reaction cross sections, description of "transparency effect" 7,16] for nuclei with A=90

and tendency of value change of volume integral J fro m real part 2].

In concluding part of the present work the optimal OP parameters received by us

keeping above mentioned criterions were described using the following expressions for

all six OP parameters:

V(AZEd=ao+aZA- 113 +a2E. , WAZE,)=bo+b1A'13+b2E,, (3)

rV= C0+C1A113+C2E,, r,= do+dA'13+d2E,, (4)

av= eo+eA'13+e2E,, a,=f0+fiA'13 +f2E,, (5)

We can note that expressions 3) for depth dependence of real and imaginary part of OP

are similar to the part which was received by Nolte and Machner 3] for (X- particles with

energy above 80 MeV and F.G. Perey 17] for nucleons. Term which is proportional to

Z/A 1/3 was adopted by F.G. Perey 17] for effect calculation appeared due to Coulomb
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repulsion: average coulomb potential on uclear surface is proportional to Z/R and,

correspondingly, to the value Z/A 113 A linear dependence from ucleus radius and

energy E of incident particles was adopted for te depth of imaginary part of potential

in the case of c- particles.

3. 1. 1. Ene)-Kv clependence

The analysis of 12 experimental ADDS of elastic scattering of u.-particles with

energies from 21 to 99.5 MeV at ncleus O Zr was carried out in order to build energy

Constituent of global dependence of parameters OP wit eergy below 80 MeV. Taking

into consideration the fact, that global dependence of OP with energy above 80 MeV is

built on the basis of data fo 9Zr in work 3], the choice of the ivestigation object is

very Scessful wat increases essentially the value of tis work in which the

cornmUnity of approach is kept (and possibility of' result Unification) at global

dependence building with eergy below and above 80 MeV.

We found optimal values of OP for each ADDS at different energies using

recommendations frorn 34] for search of energy dpendence of OP parameters of ot-

nuclear interaction. We began the analysis of data family fom 12 ADDS frorn energy of

a-particles 99.5 - 79.5 MeV (above 80 MeV i order to provide overlap in energy

diapason with works 34]. The values recommended in 3 are adopted as starting

parameters of OP. One can note that the less eergy of incident ct-particles te worse

parameters OP frorn 3 describe experimental ADDS depending pon E.) with

decrease of energy of icident a-particles below 0 MeV).

It was found in work 4 that geometry of optical potential for Zr is almost

constant at a-particles energy above 80 MeV ffect Of Pt - Paans). However, it

becomes reliant on E, with more low energies. We have studied energy dependence of

geometric parameters OP with energies of ct-particles below 80 MeV. Because of

discrete ambiguity of OP the one of main difficulties at bilding Of Sch dependencies is

mutual parameter influence on each other V and R, W H R,,.: increase of oe parameter

results in decrease of another). For liquidation of such ambiguities we used

recommendations of Hodgson and others [ 1 81.
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We applied the of two-phase adjustment of OP parameters: firstly we

varied depth values V, Wand diffuseness parameters a,, a,,,, and then values of OP radii

r, , r,, A number of partial waves we took into account reached 35-75 depending on

mass of nucleus-target and energy of a-particles. Optimal values of OP parameters

received in present work are shown in table 2 Then the independent selection of

"physically" significant potentials was carried out: one of such possibilities is use as

value criterion of volume integral from real part OP which sharply changes its values at

transition from one family to another because of discrete ambiguity. It is set 2] that

value of volume integral J umber of interacted nucleon pares i.e.

J = JR / 4A is value of the same order for different types of charged particles andR

there are potential families with the same value J -(330-370) MeVe fM3 for protons,R

deuterons, 3He-ions and a-particles scattered at the same nuclei. Hlding this point of

view, we were choosing OP parameters according to change tendency J 4 its value

must change weakly with energy E,

Table 2 Optimal values of parameters OP for a-particles at nucleus Zr .

E, V, rv , a. W, r,, aw , X'IN JR14A

MeV MeV fm fm MeV fm Mev MeV*fM3

21 272.52 1.245 0.582 15.426 1.570 0.316 3.74 609

23.4 16 I.08 1,245 0.649 11.458 1.570 0.452 3.82 368

25 159.48 1.245 0.648 10.884 1.569 0.583 2.80 365

3 196.86 1,248 0.707 22.272 1.571 0.501 3.41 464

35.4 144.97 1.246 0.757 19.361 1.574 0.577 5.26 347

40 145.16 1.245 0.729 12.983 1.624 0.919 24.48 343

50.1 144.99 1,245 0.760 14.504 1,567 0.583 28,06 347

59.1 144.13 1.245 0.805 18.550 1.570 0.510 6.49 351

65 143.73 1.247 0.827 22.231 1.572 0.632 5.92 355

79.5 140.58 1.245 0.857 19.437 1.570 0.692 8.25 350

99.5 134.31 1.244 0.832 20.714 1.570 0.636 8.82 330
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Fig. I presents the analysis results of ADDS of u.-particle elastic scattering for

various energies at Zr at optimal values of obtained OP parameters. One can see good

correspondence with experimental data in wide angular range.

21 MeV
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Fig. 1. Angular distributions of differential cross sections of elastic scattering for o-

particles at 9Zr. Points - experimental data, solid lines - macroscopic OM, dash lines -

semi-microscopic folding-model.
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We also tested other variants of adjustments (namely: firstly variation of V and

W depth at other fixed parameters; secondly, changing radial parameters with fixed

depths and diffusenesses and then changing diffusenesses with fixation of the rest OP

parameters and, finally, leaving all 6 OP parameters simultaneously). But as a result of

these actions there were large scattering values and it was not possible to obtain any

dependencies, so the method of ajustments mentioned above is more acceptable.

We used values of total reaction cross sections uR with energies of a-particles up

to 80 MeV as an additional criterion for selection of optimal OP parameters that are

calculated using the code SP]-GENOA 5]. The figure 2 shows that received calculated

values cT, at nucleus Zr at optimal and global parameters OP reproduce the measured

values of total reaction cross section and tendency of their change with increase of -

particles energy what confirms the reality of theoretical cross sections calculated using

the approach described above.

2250 -

2000 -

175 -

ID

1500 

1 250 -

20 40 60 80 100

E� MeV

Fig. 2 Total reaction cross sections for a-particles at nucleus 9Zr. Experimental data

(open triangles) are taken from [101 and other published sources. Theoretical values of

total reaction cross sections are shown for macroscopic OP by solid line, for semi-

microscopic model by dash line.
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We investigated possibilities for transparency effect" description for nuclei with

A=90 7,16] using the received global parameters. A pronounced minimum at eergy -

23 MeV 716] is observed in excitation function at scattering of a-particles at nucleus

"OZr at angle of 176) in c.m. Figure 3 presents a satisfactory description of indicated

effect on an example of Zr using received global OP parameters.

lo'

10-3

1 0.. I. . . . . . .

18 20 22 24 26

E., MeV

Fig.3. "Transparency" effect at r with energies of a-particles 1 8 26 MeV.

Experimental data - points 7] and theoretical values on macroscopic OM- solid curve.

After selection by the method of the least squares the linear dependencies of OP

parameters from E,, (firm lines at fig.4) were received in the following form:

V=160.229-0.260*E,, W=8.109+0.138*F� 6)

a,.=0.621+0.0026*E, a,,-=0.544+0.00129E, 7)
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where values V, W E are in MeV, and diffuseness parameters a, and a,, - in frn. Radial

parameters r, and r, showed weak change with energy E r, =.2456±0.0004 fm

=1.5704±0.001 8 15m. For comparison dash lines on Fig. 4 present global dependencies at

energies E. > 80 MeV from 31.
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0, -

0,7 - 0 a

0,6 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

0 20 40 60 80 100 120 140

E., Me V

Fig. 4 Energy dependence of macroscopic OP-parameters� a - depth of real part; b -

depth of imaginary part; c - radii r, and r; d - diffusenesses a, and a, Solid tines -

global dependencies received in the present work; dash lines - in 3].
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3.1.2. Mass dependence

There were studied mass dependence of OP parameters for a-particles with

energy - 50 MeV at nuclei 11C, 24Mg 2Si, 48,50Ti 5N i, 68,70Zn, 90,94 Zr, 120,124 Sn in the

energy range up to 80 MeV on the basis of experimental data [10, 12, 13), received in

the Institute of Nuclear Physics NNC RK.

Used algorithm of the OP parameters adjustment was the same as at investigation

of energy dependence. The received values of optimal parameters of macroscopic OP

are presented in table 3.

Table 3 Optimal values of OP parameters for different nuclei at E = 0.5 MeV.

Nucleus V , r I av W, r, 17%V ifiv J,14A,
Me V fm fm Me V fm fin MeV*fM3

'-C 108.40 1.229 0.747 20.064 1.551 0.688 28.40 357
M., 111.85 1.256 0.776 24.138 1.578 0.591 25.94 330

'r 350
S i 118.80 1.247 0.808 19.018 1.570 0.716 14.81

_ �"Ti 123.62 1.246 0.806 24�925 1.571 0.559 14.16 329
5OTi 128.24 L245 0.766 18.804 1.570 0.643 3.82 330
J'R7 140.78 1.247 0.760 17.492 1.571 0.650 4.12 356
69Zn 1 63.73 1.246 0.776 29.685 1.572 0.509 16.42 408

_-7T Zn 130.97 1.245 0.824 23.106 1.580 0.601 17.61 332

144.13 1.245 0.805 18.550 1.570 0.510 6,49 351
135.93 1.246 0.782 16.623 1.573 0.628 8.30 327

__T7S 0.580
147.88 1.245 0.750 15.841 1.570 2.66 34'

Sn 1 142.79 1.245 1 0363 15.144 1.570 0.658 2.65 331

Fig. shows satisfactory description of experimental ADDS of elastic scattering

for a-particles with energy 50.5 MeV at nuclei with A= 2124. It is seen from the value

analysis 21N (table 3 that they increase with decrease of mass number A. This

evidences that the adopted geometry or dependence of OP parameters is worse with

larger a target nucleus differs in mass from 9r, in particular at nucleus 12C A number

ofexperimental and theoretic investigations ofseatterings at light nuclei 191 show that

there is an anomalous growth of cross sections at the large angles in ADDS of elastic

scattering at nucleus 1 2C in investigated energy range. This ffect cannot be explained

within the framework of standard OM as it is caused by other mechanisms including

mechanism of alpha-cluster exchange between incident particle and target nucleus. So,

during the analysis of experimental ADDS we paid a special attention to quality of data

analysis for angles up to 900, where the potential scattering is the main mechanism.
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Fig. 5. Angular distributions of differential cross-sections of elastic scattering for -

parti cles with E,, - 50 MeV at nuclei A= 1 2-124. Points - experimental data, so I id I ines -

macroscopic OM, dash lines - semi-microscopic folding-model.

Changing tendency of experimental values on total reaction cross sections ,

from mass number A in investigated field of energies of a-particles is well described by
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the received nmber of parameters for macroscopic OP (fig.6). Since no measured data

on o-, at E - 0 MeV we have used for testing its mass dependence the experimental

values o-R obtained i [101 and other published Surces at energies 40 MV 20] and

69.6 MeV 211. Fig. 6 shows that the theoretical dependencies of e, are in satisfactory

correspondence with the mentioned experimental values.

2200 -

2000 

1800 

1600 -

1400 -

1200 -

I 00

800

0 20 40 60 30 100 120

A

Fig. 6 Total reaction cross sections for cc-particles with E - 50 MeV at uclei

A=12-124. Experimental data: crosses denote sections for 50.1 MV [10], circles - 40

MeV 20], triangles - 69.6 MeV 2 1 ]. Theoretical values of total reaction cross sections

are shown for macroscopic OP by the solid line, for semi-i-nicroscopic model - by the

dash line.

ip
Use as a selection criterion of OP value of volume integral R showed (table3)

that its value changes weakly for different mass numbers at E - 50 MV being in the

fM 3.interval (330-360) MeVe
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The received (based on data from table 3 global mass dependence of OP

parameters at E = 50.5 MeV is approximated by linear dependence (fig. 7. They can be.11

analytically presented in the following form:

P3V=93.838+5.J77oZ*A-", W=28.122-2.202-A (8)

li3 Wr,,=J.241+0.00066sA , r,=1.563+0.00119A (9)

a,,=0.840 00141-,4"3, a,, =0. 705-0.0222-.4"3. (Io)

3.2. GLOBAL SEMI-MICROSCOPIC DATA ANALYSIS

Semi-microscopic optical potential UR) is built within the framework of

folding-model on the basis of full WY-effective interaction and nucleon densities

calculated under the method of density matrix functional 6]. Interaction potential of two

collided nuclei in the frst order on effective forces can be presented as:

U(R = UR + tjD (R), (I )

where UD(R) - "direct" potential of double folding model [I :

U"(R = ff ( (rj) VD S) 2) (r2)dr, dr, . (12)

The term VD (s) in expression (I 1) is a direct component of effective interaction

( = - rl + R), p () () are densities of collided nuclei (i 1 2 Such calculation

scheme of "exchange" potential VR) is described in 6 The effects of one-nuclide

exchange, which are described in formality of density matrix 221 give the main

contribution in it:

U'(R = ffo "' (rl, r, + s ) Vx (s) P 2) (12 r - s) exp (ik(R) sltd dri dr2 ,(13)

where Vx (s) - exchange part of effective ilucleon-nucl con forces, p ( (r, r'), (i= 1 2 -

density matrix of col I i ded n uclei with mass n umbers A I and A2, kR - local impulse of

relative movement of nuclei determined by the ratio

k2(R) = (2m 71h') [E- UR - V, (R)]. (14)

Here Al A2 I(A + A2), s = - r, + R, E - energy in the center-of-mass system of

and VJR - Coulomb potential. Thus, net potential depends upon energy because of

effects of one-nucleon xchange. Initial data for calculation of potentials are effective

nucleon-nucleon forces and proton and neutron densities ofcollided nuclei.
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Fig. 7 Mass dependence of parameters OP a - depth of real part; b depth of
imaginary part; c - radiuses j-, and r, ; d - diffusenesses a, and , Firm lines - global
dependencies received in the present work.
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Full optical potential SFM besides real part should include the imaginary part

responsible for icident particle absorption in inelastic channels. In our case we built

potential of absorption depended on calculated real part in the form 23]:

W(R) = i [N,,U(R - (p� R dU(R)IdR] , (15)

where UR) - potential of double folding (8) and V,, and V,, - parameters that

characterize volume and surface parts of absorption potential, correspondingly. A

surface term imitating the contribution of dynamic polarized potential is introduced in

the real part of the potential 241. Full optical potential SFM has the following form:

U,(R = U (R - p, dU(R)IdR + i [N,,,U(R - V,, dU(R)IdR], (16)

where p, , N,, o, are varying parameters.

At calculation of ADDS of inelastic scattering the form-factor of inelastic

transition has a form �o, 4t�� 251.
dR

In frameworks of SFM we have carried out global (energy and mass) analysis of

the same experimental data (as well as at investigation a macroscopic OM) in explored

region of a-particles energies for the nuclei with A= 2124.

Theoretical cross sections of elastic scattering are calculated under the modified

version of the program ECIS-88 261 (ECIS-PM), in which semimicroscopic potentials

are constructed as in the formula (16). The adjustment theoretical ADDS of elastic

scattering and values o-, to experimental data was carried out by a variation of

parameters p. , N, V,. One should mention that at the joint analysis of differential and

total reaction cross sections the SFM parameters are determined uniquely.

In the present work the nucleon densities for a-particles were calculated in

Gaussian representation with root-mean-square radius 157 fm 31, and for nucleus -

targets the densities were calculated by the density-functional method 22].

In fig. I and 2 (dashed lines) the results of calculations ADDS for elastic

scattering and total reaction cross sections on SFM on the 9Zr nucleus at energies of a-

particles 21- 99.5 MeV are presented. Good agreement of theoretical calculations with

experimental data is obtained. The optimum values of the obtained SFM parameters are
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presented in the table 4 errors are I%. Tendencies of the SFM parameters change with

energy E,, are presented in fig. .

Table 4 Parameters of sernimicroscopic potential of oL-particles interaction, volume

integrals JI, in (O 3 MeV*fM3) and root-mean-square radii rf,,, in firn for folding

potentials on ')(Zr at different energies of cc-particles.

-2JI, ,SfE '. me V �O� Nil, �011

2 1 0.010 0.10 0.010 -129.3 4.989

23. 4 0.020 0.10 0.010 -128.7 4.990

25 0.020 0.10 0.010 -128.4 4.990

3 0.017 0.18 0 -127.3 4.990

35.4 0.050 0.10 0 -126.5 4.991

40 0.045 0.12 0.012 -125.7 4.992

50.1 0.052 0.11 0.010 -123.9 4.993

59.1 0 0.25 0.015 -122.3 4.994

65 0 0.18 0.025 -121.3 4.994

79.5 0 0.26 0.030 -118.9 4.996

99.5 -0.020 0.35 0.032 -115.7 4.999

From tab. 4 one can see that V, parameter increases with energy increase of

scattering oc-particles in energy range up to 50 MeV, further its value is equal to and,

further, becomes negative at energy 99.5 MeV. The N parameter increase slowly ith

energy. The l;o,, parameter decreases to at energy 3 and 34.5 MeV, and further

increases for 16 times at energies 40-99.5 MeV. Due to non-linearity of (,. -parameter

we have described it with Gaussian dependence from E (see fig. 8a):

�o = -0. 0108+ 00612*exp(-O 003* (E, - 41.485)2) . ( 7)

Analytical approximation of Nw and (p,,.pararneters by te linear dependence

(fig. 8 bc) from energy E, by the least square method is in the following form:

Nif,= 0.0234+0.0030*E,, (p,. = -0.0036+ 0.0004*E� . (18)
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Fig. 8. Energy dependence for parameters of SFM potential: points - optimum values,
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From table 4 one can see that the volume integral , is decreases on an absolute

value with increase of E, at fixed 4 The magnitudes of root-mean-square radii (tab. 4)

of folding-potentials with increase of cc-particles energy for given A 90 vary

insignificantly.

At examination of mass dependence of parameters SFM for a-particles with

energy 50.5 MeV a good agreement between theoretical and experimental ADDS of

elastic scattering and total reaction cross sections on the nuclei with A=12-124 (fig. 56)

is obtained. It once again confirms reliability of the theoretical sections calculated using

discussed above semimicroscopic approach. From fig. it is possible to see, that the

more light nuclei - target, the theoretical sections to experimental ADDS are worse

adjusted. Thus, in a region of angles up to 60 degrees the theoretical sections, as a rule,

well describe the experimental data. We have revealed that the values of adjusted SFM

parameters in the angular range to 30 deg. influence slightly to the theoretical curve

since at small angles the section value, mainly, is determined by the contribution from

the real part of the total full microscopic potential 16). In the angular diapason 30-60

deg. the experimental elastic scattering ADDS and values for total reaction cross-

sections are described well only with adjustment of all SFM parameters. The

discrepancy of theoretical and experimental ADDS at larger angles, in particular on the

2C nucleus, apparently means that other reaction mechanisms begin to play an essential

role.

In table the root-mean-square radii for a density distribution of protons,

neutrons and matter, and also their difference A, for nuclei-targets are presented. It

shows, that for the nuclei 12C, 24 Mg and 28Si the magnitude of densities distribution radii

for protons exceed the same for neutron, and for the remaining nuclei (A=48 124 -

visa versa, except for the nucleus 58Ni.

In the table 6 te integrated characteristics of 50.5 MeV ot-particles interaction

potentials for isotopes with A=12-124 in the frameworks SFM is presented: J - volume

integrals, <r2,f,>'12 - root-mean-square radii of the folding-potentials.
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Table 5. Root-mean-square radii (in fm) of neutron, proton and matter density

distributions, and also the difference 2>112 <r,2>112 at E= 50.5 MeV.

-7��U_ / /.1 < r2')j
< r2,, > 12 <r P > > 112 Arnp

fm fm fm fm

12C 2.39 2.41 2.40 -0.02

24mg 2.84 2.86 2.85 -0.02

26si 2.95 2.98 2.97 -0.03

48Ti 3.41 3.37 3.39 0.04

buTi 3.45 3.38 3.42 0.07

58Ni 3.67 3.67 3.67 0.00

f)'Zn 3.87 3.81 3.84 0.06

/uZn 3.97 3.86 3.93 0.11

9OZr 4.26 4. t9 4.23 0.07

94 Zr 4.37 4.24 4.31 0.13

12OSn 4.71 4.59 4.66 0.12

__' 'Sn 4.77 4.61 4.70 0.16

From table 6 one can see. that the volume integral v increases by its absolute value

with increase of mass number at fixed energy E of an incident a-particle. The

magnitudes of root-mean-square radii (tab. 6 of folding-potentials also are increased

with increase of A at energy E. =50.5 MeV.

It is established, that between the SFM parameters there are no noticeable

correlation and the submitted sets (table 6 of parameters for each of the nuclei-targets

are optimal. Errors for SFM parameters are I %. Parameter o, influences phase shifts in

ADDS to the right or to the left depending on its sign. The tendencies of the parameter

(p. modification with increase of a mass number of a nucleus - target are as follows

(fig.9): for nuclei-targets with A = 12-50 values of this parameter are equal to zero, i.e.

there is no phase shift. For nucleus-targets with A= 58-70 values of the parameter �0, are

negative, i.e. without introduction of the parameter (p. the theoretical curve would be
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moved to the right fom the experimental points. For moderate heavy nuclei (A=90-124)

the magnitude p,. is, on the contrary, positive and shifts the curve to the left. If observe

the dependence of an imaginary part of a potential, one could conclude that the

parameter N,, gadually decreases with growth of mass number, and the value of

parameter o, , first, grows with increase of A, reaches a maximum at A=70, and then

monotonically decreases. Since the dependence of ip, -parameter on mass number at

fixed energy E =50.5 MeV is quite complex, fig.9a presents interpolation of its optima[

values. Analytical approximation of the parameters N,. and (, by a linear dependence

of mass number A (fig. 9 bc) by the least square method as the following form:

Ntj,=0.3469-0.0021*A ; (p, = 0.01030 + 0.000019A . (19)

Table 6 SFM parameters, volume integral J. in (0103 MVO fM3) and root-t,

mean-square radii rf in firn for folding-potentials for the nuclei with A12-124 at

E,=50.5 MeV.

Nucleus (10 2

101. Nif, J1, <1 f�

1-C O 0.37 0 -17.36 3.45

24 Mg 0 0.27 0.012 -30.82 3.77

O 0.26 0.010 -41.16 3.99

-- WT--. 0 0.25 0 -60. 40 4.27

" IT-1- O 0.26 0.021 -62.75 4.30

__3'N -i -0.011 0.22 0.012 -80.13 4.50

-0.015 0.21 0.022 -93.95 4.69

/uZn -0.010 0.24 0.023 -96.69 4.73

0.052 0.11 0.010 -123.9 4.99

0.053 0.13 0.010 -129.6 5.07

0.051 0.104 0.007 -165.2 5.39

___7Sn 0.051 0.13 0.007 -170.5 5.44
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The absence of experimental ADDS of scattering and values of total reaction

cross section on the nuclei with A>124 at E =50.5 MeV has not allowed to trace a

course of dependence of SFM parameters from a mass number for nucleus - targets

beyond this region.

4. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Within the framework of a macroscopic OM and semimicroscopic model a good

description of differential and total reaction cross section, tendencies of a volume

integral of a real part magnitude change, effect of "transparency" (for the nuclei with

A=90) with a-particles involved in the energy range up to 80 MeV at the investigated

nuclei were obtained. We have verified how the obtained global potential describes

experimental ADDS of inelastic scattering for a-particles. At testing of global

dependencies of the parameters for macroscopic OP and SFM approaches, quite

satisfactory description of ADDS for inelastic scattering with excitation of low lying

collective states of the nuclei is obtained. In fig. 10 on an example of the nucleus 124Sn

the analysis of ADDS for inelastic scattering of 50.5 MeV a-particies is carried out

within the framework of a method of coupled channels (MCC) by ECIS-PM and

distorted waves (DWBA) by the code DWUK4 271.

From the performed analysis it was established, that the macroscopic OM and the

SFM approach provide us with good enough shape and magnitude of differential and

total cross sections at nuclei with A=12-124 in forward area of angles at all energies of

a-particles. For large angles and light nuclei the correspondence was not reached, what

can be probably explained by the contribution to eastic scattering of exchange

mechanisms resulted in back scattering. With mass number A increase the

correspondence of the theory and experiment is essentially improved.

On the basis of the systematic analysis of experimental data we have receive

energy and mass components of global dependencies of macroscopic OP for a-particles

in the range of energies up to 80 MeV. After cross-linking and adjustment of
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dependencies 6)-(7) and (8 - (10) the following values for coefficients in the formulas

(3 - 5) particular are obtained (table 7.

lo- -

lo' X X
114 -4Sn(aa) Si

id,

lo'
3

L) 10'

X10-2

lo'

EU=50.5 MDB Y.
lo'

10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80

Oc deg

Fig. 10. Angular distribution of inelastic scattering of a-particles on the nuclei 124 Sn
(points - experiment, solid curve - semimicroscopic folding model, dot line
macroscopic analysis on MCC for 21+ and 31- states, dash line - DWBA) at E.
(50.5±0.5) MeV.

Table 7 Coefficients for global parameters of macroscopic OP for a-particles with

energy up to 80 MeV.

ao 1 10.500±5.041 bo 19.578±4.527 CO 1.241±0.006

al 5.177±0.398 b, -2.202±1.077 cl 0.00066±0.00080

a2 -0.260±0.064 b2 0.138±0.01 C2 0

do . 4±0.007 eo 0.697±0.051 fo 0.643±0.096

di 0.00109±0.0009 el -0.014±0.010 1 . -0.022±0.021

d2 0 e2 0.0026±0. 005 f2 1 0.0012±0.0006
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5 CONCLUSION

In the present paper the global (energy and mass) dependencies of parameters

for macroscopic OM and semimicroscopic folding-model for x-particles in the energy

range up to 80 MeV for a wide class of the nuclei are obtained for the first time. For

their build-up the joint analysis of a set of experimental data (ADDS of scattering, total

reaction cross sections, tendency of the volume integral changes, etc.) is carried out,

what will allow to restrict ambiguities in determination of parameters in the indicated

energy region. One should mention, that identification and localization of the potential

parameters for complex particles, in an acceptable approximation, can be carried out

with using the above-stated criteria. Unity of our approach with the same used in 3 4]

and possibility to join together the data and reconstruct the global dependencies below

and higher 80 MeV considerably strengthens value of the present work,

The work is performed with partial support of RFBR, Project 00- I - 0061 7.
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Kyrep6eKOB K. A. Hqp. E7-2002-220
rno6ajv6HaA 3aBHCHMOCTE, napameTPOB HTHqeCK0r0 11OTeHIAHaiia

mTq anbq)a-,qaCTHLk C MeprHeii o 80 MsB

flojiyqeHbl no6anE.Hbie (3HepreTHqeCKa H macCOBaA) 3aBHCHMOCTH onTHqe-

CKOFO FIOTeliimana �imq a-qaCTHLI C 3HeprHeii o 80 MaB. �[Aq onHcaHHA maKpo-
CKonHxieCKOFO nTeHUHaiia HCn0J11>30BWICA Dopm#KTop, Byaca-CaKCOHa. Bnep-
Me 6bU]H Hccnea0BaHEJ 3HepreTH'4eCKHe H maccOBbie 3aBHcHmOCTH RJIYMHKPO-

CKOrTHqeCKHX riapameTPOB a-,qaCTHL1. Xopowee oriHcaHHe ypyroro Heyflpyroro
AHcDcDepeHLXHaJ1EHor0 H IIOJ]Horo cetieHHf4 peaKiwri UnA pamH14Hbix maep, HMOjib-

3yioiiieeaaHHbie rio6anblibie napameTpbi, 6UTIO non"eHO B ripeaejiax maKpOCKO-

rmmeCK01` 1 10J1yMHKP0CK0r1H,4eCK0F0 HUX0,110B.

Pa6OTa BblnOJ]HeHa B a6opaTopHH AaepHbIX peaKUHii mm. r. H. (I)nepOBa
OHA14.

rIperjPHHT OftealffleHHOM HMCTHTyra 3MePHb1X mccneaoBaHHR. �Iy6Ha, 2002

Kuterbekov K. A. et al. E7-2002-220
Global Dependence of Optical Potential Parameters
for Alpha-Particles with Energies up to 80 MeV

Global (energy and mass) dependences of optical potential for a-particles
with energies up to 80 MeV have been received. A Woods-Saxon form factor
for macroscopic potential has been used. Energy and mass dependences of the se-
mi-microscopic -particle potential parameters have been investigated for the first
time. In general, a good description of elastic and inelastic differential and total re-
actions cross sections for different nuclei using the revealed global parameters has
been received within the framework of macroscopic and semi-microscopic ap-
proaches.

The investigation has been performed at the Flerov Laboratory of Nuclear Re-
actions, JNR.
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